Corona News 12/24/2020 Collected Works + Secret

You can find the current corona numbers in the attached graphic today. Before I begin with some brief
information, please make a note of the following web address to be on the safe side: www.coronainfo.co. On Boxing Day I will publish a report about the vaccine from Biontech / Pfizer here, which
contains information that is very sensitive, that you have never heard or read anywhere, so-called
inside information. They could tempt one or the other not to join the from 27.12. possible vaccination
to participate. If the report is not published here, you will definitely find it at the above web address.
Unfortunately, there is little positive to report on Christmas Eve either. It is nothing new that the
numbers continue to rise, and that the numbers will get another boost in the new year due to the
Christmas get-togethers is also clear to everyone. Because it is already evident that there are still
groups, even companies, who are not interested in the whole corona rules, have a big Christmas party
without any rules, and if they are caught they crawl under a desk or hide like small children in a broom
closet. The boss of this company was supposed to get a fine that he couldn't hear or see, but our state
is incapable of nothing, so your fine will be much higher if you are found on the street without a mask.
In the meantime, new news of corona mutations keep coming in, only recently there was talk of it,
especially from Great Britain. Some states responded promptly: No more air traffic to and from Great
Britain. But there is no trace of discontinued shipping traffic and roads like the Eurotunnel, so you have
to sound out first. Hardly any blockages, some are gone again, they haven't lasted for a long time,
maybe you already know behind the scenes that this is too late and ineffective anyway. Probably.

In the meantime, further mutations have been made public and South Africa is also being discussed.
Now they want to set up barriers to and from South Africa, but continue to let refugees in. But that
corona mutations had been present in South Africa since October, psssst, not to say too loudly, nobody
could have known that they are spreading in the world. Well-known virologists and experts all talk
about the vaccinations should / should actually help against the mutations, but nobody can and does
not know. It is not even clear what the current vaccine and the following will do against the standard
virus. Calming the population is the order of the day when you have no idea. But there are also experts
like Dr. Zinn Bioscientia and Mr. Stöhr, German virologist and epidemiologist, in the case of Dr. Zinn
still sees a lockdown until at least the end of January 2021 and in the case of Mr. Stöhr, nobody should
believe in falling below 50 / 100,000 inhabitants in the foreseeable future. First of all, everyone is
hoping for the vaccinations and the positive effects it will hopefully have. Actually a point that
everyone clings to; just not the EU, it seems.
While Mrs. v.d. As always, Leyen emphasizes her good news of unity, cohesion and the importance of
the EU, she forgets to say that it is precisely the great EU that has deliberately failed to respond to
offers to buy vaccines. Means: Offers were rejected or not answered, although one thing is clear: The
vaccine doses will never be enough to even come close to covering the demand, so what does the EU
think of this type of negotiation? Nothing, the EU thinks it is particularly smart. Germany has now
recognized this and simply bought new ones nationally (forbidden), only for Germany. If there is no
trouble coming from the EU. And one more sentence on the subject of mutation: While here in
Germany attempts are being made to calm the population down as quickly as possible, because the
vaccinations also help against the mutations, the WHO is calling a crisis meeting; just because of the
mutations. Why only if none of this is an additional problem?
Meanwhile, the news magazine fact reports that there is a lot going on in terms of statistics. For
example, the number of free intensive care beds shown in the DIVI intensive care registry would, in
individual cases, show differences to the number of beds that the hospitals report and have. Whoever
is at fault, it is bad enough that here too, obviously, such important figures cannot be relied on. Here,
too, how often has the RKI corrected itself with the corona case numbers, late registrations came
through the weekend, here and there the transmission does not work, etc. etc.
And I would just like to add an addendum regarding the issue of free FFP2 masks to certain risk groups:
I myself heard the following case in a pharmacy: A woman wants the 3 free masks, but does not belong
to the risk groups that are authorized to use them . When the pharmacist doesn't want to give out
masks, she talks about her 67-year-old husband, who is so sick and takes so many pills. The pharmacist
then gives her the declaration that you have to fill out as a non-risk patient if you are justified due to
previous illnesses. But she supposedly cannot understand this slip of paper and does not fill it out. I
don't want to tell the story in detail to the end, at the end she received 6 masks. So you just have to
act stupid.
But in these difficult times, according to a report in the Neue Osnabrücker Zeitung dated December
22, 2020, the BKA apparently still has the time to compile at least one-sided statistics about Corona,
for example: Since March 2020, around 300 politically motivated violent crimes have been committed
by the right and perpetrated on the left. Aha. But if you ask for statistics on acts of violence perpetrated
by anti-corona protests, oops, there are none. The Left MP Jelpke classifies it in such a way that the
federal government is overwhelmed by the lateral thinkers - demos - not only by them, I mean.

Finally, three short messages: It is well known that Saxony has been the stronghold of infection rates
for a long time. Now the undertakers there “got the crisis” too. Due to the massive deaths, they are
reaching their limits. Hard to believe. Despite the fact that the virus is raging in Brazil with over 7.3
million infections at the third highest strength, this still seems to bother many citizens, especially in
Rio de Janeiro: Narrow bathing at the sea, overcrowded beach, dense bustle on the beach
promenades, almost always without a mask and Distance. So far, around 415,000 corona cases are
known in Rio, around 25,000 deaths. The last "bastion" against Corona was previously considered to
be the Antarctic, but that too has been history for a few days: 36 people are said to be infected at a
research station, including 26 military personnel and 10 people from a maintenance company.
Apparently, the disease is said to have been brought to the station via a ship, which a few days ago
delivered personnel and supplies to this station and which would have had 3 cases of infection on
board, but which had not been tested beforehand.
So again for everyone: On Christmas Day, December 26th. A report on the vaccinations, especially the
one from Biontech / Pfizer, is published here, which you should not miss because you will get
information that you have certainly neither heard nor read ... except for me.

